Abstract-Planning efficient and coordinated policies for a team of robots is a computationally demanding problem, especially when the system faces uncertainty in the outcome or duration of actions. In practice, approximation methods are usually employed to plan reasonable team policies in an acceptable time. At the same time, many typical robotic tasks include a repetitive pattern. On the one hand, this multiplies the increased cost of inefficient solutions. But on the other hand, it also provides the potential for improving an initial, inefficient solution over time. In this paper, we consider the case that a single mission specification is given to a multi-robot system, describing repetitive tasks which allow the robots to parallelize work. We propose here a decentralized coordination scheme which enables the robots to decompose the full specification, execute distributed tasks, and improve their strategy over time.
Abstract-Planning efficient and coordinated policies for a team of robots is a computationally demanding problem, especially when the system faces uncertainty in the outcome or duration of actions. In practice, approximation methods are usually employed to plan reasonable team policies in an acceptable time. At the same time, many typical robotic tasks include a repetitive pattern. On the one hand, this multiplies the increased cost of inefficient solutions. But on the other hand, it also provides the potential for improving an initial, inefficient solution over time. In this paper, we consider the case that a single mission specification is given to a multi-robot system, describing repetitive tasks which allow the robots to parallelize work. We propose here a decentralized coordination scheme which enables the robots to decompose the full specification, execute distributed tasks, and improve their strategy over time.
I. INTRODUCTION
Behavior planning methods enable the use of robots for increasingly sophisticated tasks. Actions can be planned in a way that the resulting behavior is guaranteed to satisfy a given specification. Linear Temporal Logic (LTL) [3, 5] is an established formalism to describe logical specifications including temporal dependencies in a mathematical way. Such a specification provides a solid basis for synthesizing verifiably correct behaviors for the available robots.
We propose here a decentralized receding horizon algorithm that efficiently controls a team of robots from a single LTL specification as input. More precisely, the proposed approach uses Markov Decision Process (MDP) [31] models of the robots and an LTL specification to describe safety constraints and tasks that need to be satisfied repeatedly. To handle the computational complexity of planning with probabilistic models, we employ options [37] as an abstraction for planning and show how such options can be derived from the given LTL formula. In this setting, an option is defined by a set of terminal states as well as some safety constraints. Policies for the single options can then be found as the solution of a stochastic shortest path problem.
To coordinate the allocation of options to different robots, we employ a simple auctioning scheme [34] where robots greedily bid for the next cheapest option. However, to incorporate a long-term perspective in this allocation process, we include an estimate of the cost-to-go in the bids of each robot. This cost-to-go estimate is continuously improved while the repetitive tasks as described by LTL are being followed. We argue that, in the considered multi-robot setting, the cost-to-go can be approximated sufficiently well by learning a value which only depends on the LTL progress while abstracting from the current and future positions of the robots. With this setting, the cost-go-go values can be updated using a standard Q-learning approach [36] .
The task execution is done in a receding horizon manner. The robots execute the allocation procedure and follow the policy of their respective allocated option until the first robot achieves some progress with respect to the LTL goal. Then, the allocation procedure is repeated to adjust for recent observations. This provides an efficient coordination between the robots and enables to prepare future subgoals in advance by following some options only partially.
This work substantially extends the previous work [34] . First, the notion of options is significantly simplified, as here an option corresponds to exactly one transition in the LTL automaton. Considering the co-to-go approximations, we show convergence even with these simple option definitions. Second, the cost-to-go incorporates a perspective of longterm performance, particularly relevant for repetitive tasks in which costs accumulate and inefficiency is expensive.
A. Related Work
The problem at hand requires to find policies for multiple robots in a way that guarantees satisfaction of a temporally extended, repetitive task which is specified by a temporal logic formula. At the intersection of temporal logics and multi-robot systems, computational complexity is a particular challenge and motivates distributed approaches. For example, [13, 14] plan for each robot individually by assuming locally assigned tasks and then reconfigure these plans online to achieve cooperation. [40] takes a similar approach and decomposes the problem into smaller, finite horizon problems. [28] does not synthesize controllers in advance, but ensure that the continuous behavior of the robots is guaranteed to comply with specifications given in an assume-guarantee structure [27] . However, these approaches not only assume that an assignment of tasks to robots is known in advance, but also do not consider the efficiency of mission satisfaction. In contrast, [41] forms a centralized product between the robots to optimize repeated satisfaction of a single goal proposition. [35] avoids the expensive product by decomposing the mission into independent tasks, but only covers finite missions. Still, both approaches are centralized and assume deterministic actions.
To find policies in increasingly complex and uncertain environments, temporal logics can be used to guide a reinforcement learning process [22] . For example, [32] demonstrates a temporal difference learning approach to satisfy a given LTL specification. [15, 1] use batch Q-learning to increase the robustness of satisfying a temporal logic goal. Similarly, [21] converts a temporal logic goal into a reward function. [20] defines options [37] to satisfy single atomic propositions in order to reduce the complexity of learning. [26] defines options and uses neural networks to learn lowlevel controllers as well as high-level option activations. However, these approaches are limited to a single agent and do not consider the effects of multi-agent dependencies.
When extending learning to incorporate multiple agents, the varying policies of other agents are challenging for purely distributed learning approaches [8] . While this effect can be utilized when training a single agent [4] , it generally needs to be addressed for finding multi-agent policies. [12] presents with the MAXQ framework a hierarchical approach to multi-agent reinforcement learning. [7] employs a decentralized Monte Carlo Tree Search while agents communicate their policies. [23] proposes that the agents learn a set of policies with full knowledge about the policies of other agents and then estimate which policy is followed by the others. [9] demonstrates a model identification approach while conforming with temporal logic constraints. However, these approaches do not support goals given by a temporal logic formula and often require a learning phase in advance. To formally model the dependencies on other agents instead of learning them, [2] proposes to use the DecPOMDP formalism [6] and presents a way to incorporate options in this framework as opposed to considering an LTL specification. [25] extends the approach by incorporating planning of policies for the explicitly modeled options.
Another efficient method to coordinate the allocation of tasks between multiple robots are decentralized auctions [19, 10] . For example, [42] proposes an auction approach to cooperate in overlapping tasks based on a hierarchical structure. [16] presents sequential single-item auctions as a particularly efficient coordination method. In our previous work [34] , we consider dependencies of auction tasks derived from temporal logic specifications. Specifically, efficient concurrent execution of dependent tasks requires attention. [29] discusses three different termination schemes of concurrent action execution and [30] presents an approach for generating concurrent plans in MDPs. [38, 24] model concurrent cooperation of a two-arm manipulator with asynchronous activities. Still, optimizing concurrent execution while considering their interdependency is computationally expensive for an increasing number of agents.
To combine the advantages of both learning coordination and the auctions, we propose in this work a receding horizon scheme. The robots coordinate their next actions by auctioning while learning the desirability of their assignment for the team beyond the horizon to improve over time.
B. Preliminaries
A Linear Temporal Logic (LTL) formula φ over the propositions π ∈ Π with π ∈ { , ⊥} is given inductively by the syntax [3, 5] 
where φ 1 , φ 2 are itself LTL formulas. , ⊥ denote the Boolean constants true and false, respectively. The operators ¬ (negation), ∧ (conjunction), and ∨ (disjunction) are Boolean and are extended by the temporal operators (next) and U (until).
In LTL, the semantics of these operators are defined over sequences of sets of propositions σ : N → 2 Π . We say that a sequence σ(t) satisfies φ at time t as given in the following and denoted by the operator .
• σ(t) trivially holds
until then ∀t ∈ [t, T ) : σ(t ) φ 1 In addition to the above basic operators, we define the derived operators ⇒ (implication) as φ 1 ⇒ φ 2 := ¬φ 1 ∨ φ 2 , ♦ (eventually) given by ♦φ 1 := U φ 1 , and (always) as
It is well-known [3, 5] that an LTL formula φ can be translated into a non-deterministic Büchi Automaton (BA) defined as follows.
A run ρ : N 0 → Q is a sequence of states ρ = q 0 q 1 q 2 . . . and we say that a sequence σ describes a run ρ if it holds that (ρ(i − 1), σ(i), ρ(i)) ∈ δ B for all i ∈ N. The construction of a BA B, e.g. [11] , ensures that the following relation exists to its corresponding LTL formula φ.
Definition 2 (Büchi Acceptance). A sequence σ is accepted by the BA B constructed from φ if and only if there exists a run ρ described by σ such that ρ(0) ∈ Q B,0 and the set of accepting states F B is traversed infinitely often. In this case, ρ is called accepting and it holds that σ φ. In particular, a run can be formulated as the concatenation of a finite prefix and an infinite suffix [3] . We call a prefix safe if there is a suffix such that the prefix can be extended to an accepting run. There exists a fragment of LTL called syntactically co-safe LTL (scLTL) [17] for which a run ρ is accepting if its prefix is safe for every suffix.
II. MODEL CONSTRUCTION
LTL is an established formalism to specify complex logical and temporally extended goals for a given system. As a basis for the presented algorithms, we first introduce how to relate such a goal with a probabilistic model of the system suitable for planning, learning, and multi-agent coordination.
A. Mission Formulation
We restrict mission formulations to the fairly general subset of LTL which can be expressed as
where both φ i and φ r are scLTL formulas. φ i captures initial tasks which only have to be completed once. φ r formulates repetitive tasks which the robots need to satisfy repeatedly. We construct finite automata for φ i and φ r independently. Specifically, we introduce a so-called Cyclic Finite Automaton (CFA) as follows in order to resemble the suffix-part of a BA and construct the CFA directly from φ r .
Definition 3 (Cyclic Finite Automaton
When a run ρ described by a sequence σ reaches an accepting state, we say that the CFA accepts σ and ρ is reset to the initial state q 0 of the CFA. If ρ is reset multiple times (or infinitely often), we say that σ is accepted multiple times (or infinitely often). An example of a BA and the CFA for the respective φ r is shown in Figures 1 and 2 .
The relation between a CFA C φ for φ r and a BA B φ for φ with the structure (1) can formally be shown as follows.
Proposition 1 (Equivalent Acceptance). Let σ = σ p σ s be a sequence with a finite prefix σ p and an infinite suffix σ s . Furthermore, let σ p be a safe prefix for φ and σ p φ i . Then, σ is accepted by B φ if and only if σ s is accepted by C φ infinitely often. Proof: First, observe that σ p φ i if and only if there exists a run ρ B p described by σ p which reaches an accepting state of B φ . For the only if -direction, assume that σ is accepted by B φ . Then, every consecutive accepting loop in B φ described by the continuation of σ p fulfills φ r and consequently, describes an accepting run in C φ . For the ifdirection, assume that σ s is accepted by C φ infinitely often and consider that σ = σ p σ s would not be accepted by B φ . Since ρ B p reaches an accepting state, this would imply that σ s violates φ r eventually and thus, contradict the assumption. Consequently, the equivalence follows.
Throughout this paper, we do not use the BA of an LTL mission directly. Instead, we focus for clarity of presentation and without loss of generality on the suffix as represented by a CFA. Nevertheless, note that the prefix of φ can be trivially incorporated when considering a different automaton structure during the first iteration and then continuing with the CFA. In particular, the automaton for the first iteration is obtained by following the BA to an accepting state and then resetting to the initial CFA state.
Remark. We make the limitation to (1) for the following technical reason: most common LTL-to-automaton translators reduce the size of a BA as much as possible and remove states which are redundant for acceptance. However, this optimization may exclude some trajectories which are desirable when considering each accepting loop separately. For example, in Figure 1 , only the order a, d, b leads back to the accepting state while the order a, b, d is not recognized as an accepting loop until a further occurence of b.
B. System and Problem Definition
We model a robot in the environment as a probabilistic dynamical system. At each iteration k ∈ N the system has a state s k ∈ S and can select an action a k from a set of possible actions A. The transition kernel P a k (s k+1 , s k ) = Pr(s k+1 |s k , a k ) is the probability that action a k in state s k transitions to the subsequent state s k+1 . For each transition, the function c : S×A → R >0 is an expected immediate cost, i.e., c(s k , a k ) is the cost incurred when action a k is chosen in state s k . Finally, let Π be a set of atomic propositions. A labeling function λ : S → 2 Π assigns to every state a label. In the following, we will refer to the tuple M = (S, A, P, c, Π, λ) as a labeled Markov Decision Process.
Given an initial state s 0 ∈ S and a sequence of actions a 0 , a 1 , . . . , a K−1 , the dynamical system will generate a probabilistic trajectory s 1 , s 2 , . . . , s K . The corresponding sequence σ to this trajectory is then σ = λ(s 1 ), . . . , λ(s K ).
For the purpose of this paper, it is most useful to give a particular interpretation to the above dynamics, motivated by robot navigation problems. Specifically, we consider as cost c(s k , a k ) the duration of an action a k . Note that this is a slight variation of the standard MDP setting [31] , where usually one iteration corresponds to one time instant.
The notion of time needs particular attention in a multiagent setting. For an analysis purpose, we introduce here a continuous, global reference time t ∈ R ≥0 . Suppose that, at global time t, a robot r is in state s A global time allows us to introduce a team trajectory s(t). Consider a team of n robots R = {r 1 , . . . , r n }, each modeled by a labeled MDP M ri over the same set of atomic propositions Π. We assume throughout this work that the robots' MDPs are independent of each other, that is, we assume the dynamics of the robots are decoupled. The team state at global time t is thus s(t) = (s 1 (t), . . . , s n (t)). A sequence of time instances θ = t 0 t 1 . . . then denotes the times t k at which the state s(t) changes, that is, at least one robot reaches a new state. Consequently, a team trajectory is a sequence of states s(t 0 )s(t 1 ) . . . at times t k . Finally, a team sequence is given accordingly by σ = λ(s
) . . . . We conclude by formulating the objective addressed in this paper based on the above definition of a team sequence. Let σ(t k ) be the team sequence from the start t 0 to time instant t k , and let ρ(t k ) be a run in the CFA C of the mission φ r described by σ(t k ). Further, define a sequence of time instances Θ := T 0 , T 1 , . . . with Θ being a strict subsequence of θ where T is the time such that the run ρ(T ) reaches an accepting state q ∈ F for the -th time and T 0 := t 0 . Problem 1. Given a team of robots R, where each robot is modeled as a labeled MDP M ri , and an LTL mission specification φ as in Equation (1); minimize the time between repeated visits of an accepting state, given by
C. Option Definition To achieve the above objective in a computationally tractable way, we introduce a layer of abstraction which allows to plan specific actions for the robots individually on the lower layer while coordinating their progress towards goal satisfaction on the higher layer. Instead of forming a product between the MDP and an abstract automaton like the CFA, as for example done by [18] , we follow the idea of options defined over an MDP [37] .
A policy π : S → A for an MDP M defines a mapping from a state s ∈ S to a desirable action a ∈ A and consequently, produces a sequence of actions a 0 , a 1 , . . . , a K−1 given an initial state, as discussed before. We call a policy safe if it guarantees that a given Boolean constraint ϕ c is never violated and a Boolean goal ϕ g is satisfied eventually.
In this paper, we are specifically interested in condition pairs (ϕ c , ϕ g ) which reflect transitions in the CFA. For a transition from q to q , the condition ϕ c is given by the self-transition at q to guarantee that q can remain the active state until the transition has been completed, i.e., until the policy terminates. Accordingly, the goal ϕ g is given by the respective condition to transition to q .
We call a transition in the CFA admissible in the case that it admits a policy which is safe with probability 1. We assume that for every state q there exists at least one admissible transition and do not consider non-admissible transitions in the following. For an admissible transition, a safe policy to the states in M which satisfy ϕ g can be constructed by removing all actions from M which have a non-zero probability of ending in a state that violates ϕ c .
Starting at a state s 0 ∈ S with the safe policy π, a probabilistic duration can be stated as
with the final state s K denoting a state which satisfies the goal condition ϕ g . To summarize, we define one option for each transition in the CFA as follows.
Definition 4 (Option).
An option is given by the tuple o = (q, q , β, π, d) where (1) q ∈ Q is the originating state in the CFA with a self-transition condition ϕ c , (2) q ∈ Q is the goal state in the CFA to which a transition is permitted when a condition ϕ g is satisfied, (3) β ⊆ S is the termination set of the option, given by β = {s ∈ S : λ(s) ϕ g }, (4) π is a safe policy ensuring that β will be reached and ϕ c holds until then, (5) d : S → R ≥0 is a random function, mapping an initial state distribution over S to the expected duration of this option as given by Equation (3).
III. TASK COORDINATION
Based on the above definitions, we now describe the distributed option allocation approach, synchronously followed by all robots, to coordinate the subsequent asynchronous execution. The idea is similar to [34] and extends the finite SSO auctions presented there. In particular, we propose a sequential auctioning algorithm called Cyclic Single-Option Auctions (CSO), as summarized by Algorithm 1. Each robot plans a policy for each option and submits bids which incorporate both the expected option duration and their approximated cost-to-go at the target state of the option. In the next auction round, the robots then consider the updated CFA state and allocate subsequent options until all robots are assigned at least one option.
Let t 0 be the time instant at which the allocation procedure starts. Each robot is in a state s r (t 0 ) of its MDP M r and the whole team is in a joint CFA state q(t 0 ), i.e., the initial system state is q(t 0 ), s 1 (t 0 ), . . . , s n (t 0 ) . Throughout subsequent auction rounds of the algorithm, the robots track a predicted CFA state q c to anticipate completion of options which have been allocated in previous rounds. Furthermore, the robots predict future MDP states as Algorithm 1 Cyclic Single-Option Auctions (CSO) Model: Robot MDP M, CFA C, team of robots R Input: CFA state q c , robot state s 0 Output: Next option o for the executing robot ρ Notation Remarks: ρ ∈ R -the robot which executes this algorithm D r -total duration of options assigned to robot r ∈ R 1: s(s 0 ) ← 1; s(s) ← 0, ∀s = s 0 2: D r ← 0, ∀r ∈ R 3: while ∃r ∈ R : D r = 0 do Evaluate available options, c.f. Fig. 3 4:
for all q i ∈ Q : (q c , ·, q i ) ∈ δ do To select the winning bid, we consider here an additional parameter V : Q → R ≥0 that will later on allow us to consider the long-term performance. In particular, we associate to each CFA state q a single V(q) to estimate how preferable it is to transition to the respective q. Further details on V and how the value is determined is discussed in Section IV.
Consequently, the bid of robot r for target q i is given by
where q i denotes the logic end state of an option. The bids b r i are then communicated between the robots, as denoted by the syncBids(·) directive, and a winning option is determined. Finally, the anticipated team progress q c is updated and the assigned robot updates the physical state in which the assigned option is expected to terminate, denoted by updateState(·). Note that this anticipation of q c requires for consistency during execution that only the first assigned option is allowed to terminate, while other robots can only "prepare" by following their options up to a certain extent. However, a discussion thereof is deferred to Section V.
Furthermore, note that reaching an accepting state does not terminate Algorithm 1. Instead, the CFA is reset to its initial state and is traversed again as discussed in Proposition 1. The algorithm terminates only if all robots are assigned at least one option. The following result shows that this happens always after a finite number of iterations.
Theorem 1 (Termination).
Under the assumption that (1) the duration of an option is bounded from below by some d min > 0, (2) for every robot there exists at least one admissible option, and (3) the value function V is nonnegative and finite, then, after a finite number of iterations of Algorithm 1, D r > 0 for all r ∈ R and the algorithm terminates. Assumptions (1) and (2) are clearly natural in a physical system and do not limit practical applicability of the algorithm. Assumption (3) is given by the update design of V as discussed in the following section.
IV. COST-TO-GO APPROXIMATION
For the auction process in Algorithm 1, each agent computes for all its available options the duration d r i and the cost-to-go estimate V(q i ) of target state q i . Specifically, d r i is the expected duration of the policy execution starting at the current robot state s r to a termination state of the respective option. Due to the stochasticity of the setting, subsequent physical states are generally a random variable, but the option terminates only in one specific logic state. In fact, even among multiple robots, only one specific next team CFA state q follows from the parallel option execution of the robots. While this aspect is discussed in detail in Section V, recall that Algorithm 1 sequentially assigns options to the robots while updating an anticipated progress. As such, only the option which is assigned first can cause a CFA transition upon termination.
Consequently, one can consider only the option which terminates first when approximating the cost-to-go V and thus, study single option execution rather than a parallel execution of options. The other options can instead be seen as changing the initial state of the subsequent options and only become relevant after future executions of Algorithm 1.
Following this idea, the randomness of an option duration d r i can then be understood as not only being a result of stochastic dynamics, but also according to an unknown underlying distribution regarding the initial state of r when the option starts. Here, this distribution is reflected by observed starting states during repeated executions of the mission and we use V in the following to estimate the longterm cost-to-go only over the logic states Q rather than over the full team product state space Q×S 1 ×. . .×S n , especially since the latter becomes intractable for large n.
In this setting, the problem reduces to a shortest path problem with random cost through the CFA. The duration of completing one transition in the CFA is the duration of an option with the
. The Bellman equation for this shortest path problem is
with boundary conditions V * (q) = 0 for all q ∈ F and q being the logic goal state of option o ∈ O(q) where O(q) denotes the set of possible options at CFA state q.
In our setting, the durationsd o are unknown and V * can only be approximated by observing d r o from samples obtained online. In particular, we obtain samples for choosing a particular option at a logic state. Accordingly, we update a Q-function [36] given by Q : Q × O → R ≥0 , which reflects the approximated cost-to-go when selecting an option o in state q. Then, an estimate V k of the cost-to-go V * at some iteration k can be derived from Q k by
for all CFA states q and options o ∈ O(q) available at q. Note that we do not directly use Q k (q, o) during the assignment in Algorithm 1 since the expected durations for the respective options are calculated explicitly. Upon option completion, one duration sample
o is observed and a temporal difference update is performed as
with a nonnegative step-size parameter α k that decreases for larger k. 
Execute policy until termination set is reached 5: while not interrupted do 6:
sendInterrupt()
q k+1 ← q Team progress update Update cost-to-go estimate for all robots 10: t k+1 ← getCurrentT ime() 11:
Eq. (6), (7) and d r o (s) ≥ 0. Then, the sequence of iterates {Q k } is bounded and Q k (q, o) converges with probability 1 such that V * (q) = min o∈O(q) Q(q, o) for all q.
Please note that it is natural to assume in our setting that all durations are nonnegative and that the cost-to-go is zero for accepting states. In particular, a minimal duration d min > 0 can be assumed in a physical system like ours.
V. RECEDING HORIZON CONCURRENT EXECUTION
While the system is running, we propose to use the auction algorithm and the cost-to-go estimate in a receding horizon fashion. The robots follow the execution scheme described in Algorithm 2. At each iteration k, the robots observe the joint CFA state q k as well as their own physical state s r . Starting from these states, the robots perform the CSO algorithm (Alg. 1) to determine the next option.
To ensure consistency as noted in Section III, meaning that only the option assigned first is allowed to terminate and that no option which assumes an anticipated progress violates the LTL specification in the current state, the policy of each robot has to be slightly adjusted. This is done by adding so-called wait actions in the following way. For every state-action pair, it is checked whether one of its target states violates the self-loop condition ϕ k of the current CFA state q k . If so, the respective action is substituted by a wait action, which ensures that the robot stays in its respective state and does not violate ϕ k . As a desired side-effect resulting from the determinism of the CFA, this guarantees that only the first option can terminate and consequently, adds robustness regarding communication delay. We denote this adjustment process addW ait(·), which maps a policy π to a policyπ containing only actions not violating the condition ϕ k .
Every robot then executes its option by following the policyπ as illustrated in Figure 4 . Note that this applied interruption scheme corresponds to T any in the formalism of [29] . When the first robot reaches a termination state s ∈ β, all other robots are sent an interruption signal, denoted by sendInterrupt(), to stop their execution. At the same time, Only the first option is allowed to terminate and will interrupt all others. The robots do not communicate before the interrupt signal and subsequently, option allocation is updated by following again the CSO algorithm.
the team CFA state of the next iteration q k+1 is set to the goal state q of the respective option and is synchronized between the robots. Recall that in the CFA, the state is reset to the initial state whenever an accepting state is reached.
The value function V k (q k ) is updated according to Equations (6) and (7) where the duration d k is determined by measuring the time required for performing iteration k. For simplicity, we assume here that V and Q are updated by the robot which terminates its option. However, in practice, each robot can update these values based on the received interrupt signals without further communication.
Following the receding horizon scheme, the task coordination procedure (Alg. 1) is executed again after an interrupt and the next options are selected. This repeated coordination allows the robot to account for the stochastic dynamics and adjust their task allocation whenever reasonable.
Algorithm 2 produces a trajectory over team states s(t) and thus, a team sequence σ of the labels of states s(t) for all t while the robots are operating. Indeed, the generated team sequence satisfies the specified LTL mission formulation φ. infinitely often by a positive increment, resulting in an unbounded Q k and contradicting Proposition 2. It thus follows from Proposition 2 that an accepting state q ∈ F is reached eventually and thus, acceptance of the sequence follows from Proposition 1.
Theorem 2 (Correctness
Furthermore, the team sequence σ is used to measure the performance. In particular, Θ ∆ ( ), as introduced in Equation (2), denotes the time of one repeated satisfaction of φ and our objective is to decrease Θ ∆ ( ), i.e., satisfy φ as often as possible in a certain time window.
In this context, it is most reasonable to discuss the expected satisfaction time E [Θ ∆ ( )] instead of particular realizations of Θ ∆ ( ) due to the uncertainty of the system. Specifically, the expectation is to be understood as
including uncertainty of option durations resulting from the underlying MDPs as well as uncertainty regarding the initial physical state of one iteration as observed during execution. We now consider the long-term performance of the system with respect to E [Θ ∆ ( )]. In particular, let be sufficiently large and assume convergence, as follows from Proposition 2, such that V approximately fulfills the Bellman equation (5), i.e., V(q) ≈ V * (q) for all q. In particular, it then holds that
that is, the expected satisfaction time is approximated by the cost-to-go at the initial state q 0 . More generally, consider in iteration some intermediate state q and let τ denote the time required for reaching q. The expected satisfaction time is then given by
where o denotes the option selected at state q and q denotes the option's target state. In particular, recall from Equation (4) that Algorithm 1 chooses
as the first option, i.e., with D r = 0 for all r. Then, for any other option choice o at q, it immediately follows that
In other words, convergence of V to the expected costto-go establishes that
holds for all Θ ∆ ( ) resulting from other option choices o and thus, Algorithm 1 selects the approximately best option. Please note that, as discussed above, convergence has to be understood as convergence to a locally optimal cost-togo, given the observed physical distribution of the robots. Nevertheless, the distribution is usually becoming more uniform when the number of robots in the system is increased.
VI. EVALUATION
We implemented the presented approach as a behavior control framework in ROS, using Spot 1 [11] for LTL translation and FlexBE 2 [33] for action implementation. To demonstrate the ability of our proposed approach to improve over time, we show the following case study scenario 3 inspired by transportation tasks. The environment is given by the grid map illustrated in Figure 5 , containing a set of target locations indicated by different colors and three robots. The following goal specification is given to the system:
This mission can either be fulfilled by first delivering to red and then to blue or first to yellow and then to green. Objects can be picked up at the locations p1 and p2. Furthermore, a robot can be damaged with probability 0.1 when performing a delivery and while being damaged, no new object can be picked up. A damaged robot can be repaired at station. We observe the following when comparing our approach ("learning") with a non-adaptive version ("static"), obtained by modifying the bid in Equation (4) to not include V(q i ). In the beginning, both approaches fulfill the mission by choosing red/blue and "static" never changes this behavior. However, "learning" already chooses yellow/green in the third iteration and sticks to this variant as the estimated completion time after delivering to yellow is well below the one previously observed after delivering to red. This difference can especially be seen in Figure 6 , which illustrates the grid occupancy during the experiments.
After seven repeated satisfactions, the robot which previously delivered to green gets damaged. In the following re-allocation phase, a second robot helps with delivery to green, but still, this event results in a significantly increased time to satisfy the mission for the eighth iteration. As a consequence, the red/blue choice is explored again, but still yields a higher duration. Finally, the robots converge to the yellow/green behavior to achieve a lower average completion time and also another disturbance during a later iteration does not change this anymore. Figure 7 shows the measured completion times for repeated satisfaction of the mission. Note that these times vary due to the different durations of the navigation actions, as well as specifically due to the varying relative timings caused by the emergent behavior of two robots following the more time consuming task in parallel. Nevertheless, the expected completion time E [Θ ∆ ( )] as defined in Equation (8) is indeed lower in the learning case and here converges to the optimal time. For an L bounded by the number of repeated simulations, we get an average E [Θ for "static" and E Θ l ∆ ( ) = 34.0 seconds for "learning". Figure 8 shows the cost-to-go approximations V for CFA states q 3 (yellow has been served) and q 2 (red has been served). Initially, V(q i ) = 0, ∀q i and updates are performed online after each task progress (see Alg. 2). The increase in the estimate in iteration eight is particularly visible here. In addition, V(q 2 ) as approximated in the static case is visualized in Figure 8 . Since the team sequence in the static case describes repeated CFA runs via q 2 , the resulting value function provides a useful comparison to the learning case.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
We presented a framework which enables to synthesize multi-robot policies from a single LTL specification that describes repetitive tasks. Instead of planning one fixed policy, we proposed a receding horizon execution in which the task allocation can be revised to adjust for uncertainty in the environment. In particular, allocation is decided by following a decentralized coordination scheme based on auctions, considering not only the immediate task costs, but also an estimate of the long-term desirability of a particular assignment. This estimate is improved over time while the tasks are executed.
With LTL as a general formalism to describe a wide range of tasks, the presented results are applicable to numerous systems which can be modeled as MDPs, specifically in the area of logistics, factory automation, and service robotics. (sec) q3 q2 q2 (static) Fig. 8 . Value function (expected cost-to-go) of CFA states in the "learning" case. Shown dashed is the value function of q 2 as approximated in the "static" case although it is not being considered for assignment there.
